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1.2 History
Tsinghua University was established in 1911 under the name “Tsing Hua Imperial College”. The university 
section was founded in 1925 and undergraduates were then enrolled. 

During the War of Resistance against Japanese Aggression, Tsinghua University moved to Changsha in 1937, 
then to Kunming in 1938, and was renamed the National Southwest Associated University. When the war 
ended, Tsinghua returned to its original site at Tsinghua Garden in Beijing in 1946. 

Since 1978, Tsinghua has gradually expanded and established more departments in the sciences, economics, 
management, and the humanities. In 1985, the School of Continuing Education was established. In the last 
decade, the university has made advances in the refinement of academic disciplines, faculty development and 
research. Tsinghua is now a comprehensive research university covering disciplines in science, engineering, 
literature, art, history, philosophy, economics, management, law, education, and medicine.
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1.4 Research innovation
With the goal of leading global fundamental research, serving core national development 
needs, and connecting academic research with talent cultivation, Tsinghua University is 
dedicated to promoting scientific innovation and addressing global challenges. 

◆ Recognition 
 In 2018, the faculty of Tsinghua University 

won 24 national awards, including one first 
prize of the State Natural Science Awards 
and three first prizes of the State Scientific 
and Technological Progress Awards. In 
addition, Tsinghua faculty won 38 prestigious 
international awards. Twelve Major Tsinghua 
Projects were approved by the National 
Social Science Fund of China, while a total of 
142 individuals from the University were selected for prestigious programs, including the Thousand Talents 
Program, the Ten Thousand Talents Program, and honorary titles of the Yangtze River Scholar, Outstanding 
Youth and Excellent Youth.

◆ Innovation
 Tsinghua is dedicated to comprehensively integrating innovation and entrepreneurship education into its 

talent training system. Tsinghua provides its students with an integrated education platform for creativity, 
innovation and entrepreneurship.

 • The Student Future Innovation Group Inspires creativity: it encourages students to build teams across 
different disciplines and grades, and initiate their own innovation projects.

 • The iCenter serves technological innovation: it is the largest campus “maker” space in the world.
 • The changplus and x-lab support entrepreneurship: they help startups gain market resources, and help 

them seek professional guidance from off-campus tours.
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1.5 International study and program
Every summer, Tsinghua offers more than 10 international summer programs for students from across the 
world. Summer program courses range from subjects such as computer science, engineering, physics, green 
energy, law and economics. International students taking part in the summer programs can broaden their 
global perspective and come into direct contact with Chinese culture, society and technology. 

◆ Research Education 
 At Tsinghua, all students, including undergraduates, have rich resources and opportunities to transform 

their research ideas into reality. The Tsinghua “TOP OPEN” undergraduate overseas academic research 
program enables students to contact overseas institutes independently, based on their own academic 
interests, to refine their research projects and to have the university fund their research. In 2018, 420 
students visited 104 overseas research universities and institutes through this program. Up to today, the 
university has signed university cooperation agreements with 285 universities and research institutes in 50 
countries. Last year, more than 16,000 faculty and students went abroad for visits and exchanges.
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2.3 An endeavor to build advanced translational platforms
Translational medicine is at the core of SPS’ development plans. Supported by our University and in 
partnership with notable organizations and corporations, we have established several key platforms to 
expedite the process from bench to bedside, including Pharmaceutical Technology Center and early-stage 
incubator and seed fund. SPS seeks to cooperate with partners to create an integrated ecosystem for global 
pharmaceutical innovation and, ultimately, impact human health. 

A recent influential example is the Global Health Drug Discovery Institute (GHDDI), jointly founded by 
Tsinghua University, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and the Beijing Municipal Government. GHDDI aims 
to develop a transformative platform with exceptional biomedical R&D capabilities to address some of the 
most pressing disease challenges faced by developing countries.

2.4 A place to cultivate future pharmaceutical scientists
At SPS, we aim to prepares students to become future leaders in biomedical research and pharmaceutical 
R&D through excellent education. To help students build a comprehensive knowledge foundation, we focus 
the teaching of pharmacology, biology, chemistry, fundamental medical science, engineering, and information 
technology. We offer a broad-spectrum curriculum that aligns with global top universities. Our students 
experience a traditional classroom environment supplemented with cross-disciplinary projects, internships, 
study abroad, and laboratory research, to better prepare them to carry out innovative research and solve 
unmet biomedical challenges in the future.

In addition to providing practical coursework that requires students to conduct research in the lab starting 
their sophomore year, we encourage students to visit and learn from world-renowned pharmaceutical 
enterprises and academic institutes during the summer term, at home and abroad.
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The Amgen Foundation seeks to advance excellence in science education to inspire the next generation of 
innovators, and invest in strengthening communities where Amgen staff members live and work.

The Foundation, established in 1991, is an integral component of Amgen’s commitment to dramatically 
improve people’s lives. The Foundation is the principal channel for Amgen’s corporate philanthropy. To 
date, the Foundation has contributed more than $300 million to local, regional and international nonprofit 
organizations that reflect Amgen’s core values and complement the company’s dedication to impacting lives in 
inspiring and innovative ways.

The Foundation places a strong emphasis on strengthening science education and is committed to investing 
in meaningful, evidence-based initiatives that make a difference at the local, national, and international 
levels. To that end, the Amgen Foundation has contributed nearly $150 million to advancing science education 
programming globally. 

3. Amgen Foundation
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4.1 Amgen Scholars Program
The Amgen Scholars Program aims to open the door to research opportunities at 24 host institutions for 
undergraduates from any four-year college or university in a given region.

Made possible through a 16-year, $74 million commitment from the Amgen Foundation, Amgen Scholars 
allows undergraduates from across the globe to participate in cutting-edge research opportunities at world-
class institutions. 24 premier educational and research institutions across the U.S., Europe, Asia, Australia 
and Canada currently host the summer program.

Undergraduate participants benefit from undertaking a research project under top faculty, being part of 
a cohort-based experience of seminars and networking events, and taking part in a symposium in their 
respective region where they meet their peers, learn about biotechnology, and hear from leading scientists.

Australia: Open to students in Australia, New Zealand, and Oceania

Europe: Open to students in Europe

United States: Open to U.S. students

Asia: Open to students worldwide

Canada: Open to Canadian students

4. Tsinghua Amgen Scholars Program
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4.2 2019 Tsinghua Amgen Scholars Program
The Amgen Scholars Program at Tsinghua is an 8-week faculty-mentored residential summer research 
program to provide undergraduate students the opportunity to conduct research in a lab environment, engage 
in cutting-edge research experience, and learn more about biotechnology and drug discovery.

Tsinghua Amgen Scholars will join a faculty’s laboratory and involve in one or more specific research projects. 
Each Scholar will be paired with a faculty member as his/her mentor. All faculty mentors will be selected 
from the School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, the School of Life Sciences and the School of Medicine at 
Tsinghua University. As a member of the lab, the Scholar will have the opportunity to participate in a series 
of academic activities, such as weekly lab meetings, group discussions, presentation training, and campus-
wide seminars of interests. In addition, other non-academic gathering will be organized, such as networking 
events, Chinese and Beijing culture exploration, etc. 

4.3 Symposium
A significant component of the summer program is a symposium hosted at the National University of 
Singapore where students hear firsthand from leading scientists working in industry and academia. The 
symposium provides students with a valuable opportunity to discuss their research, learn about drug discovery 
and development, and network with other Amgen Scholars from all over Asia and the world.

Host Institutions
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Date Activity

June 30, Sun. Ice-breaking
Welcome Dinner

July 1, Mon. Opening Ceremony
Orientation and Lab Safety Training

July 5, Fri. Weekly Meeting 
(About 1 hour in late afternoon)

July 6, Sat. Culture Tour

July 12, Fri. Visit Global Health Drug Discovery Institute
Visit Schwarzman College

July 20, Sat Culture Tour

July 26, Fri. Mid-term Presentation 
(Internal evaluation to select 3 Scholars to deliver a speech at the Symposium)

July 30, Tues. Meeting with External Evaluator 
(3-5 student representatives will be invited)

August 3-4, Sat.-Sun. Amgen Scholars Asia Program Symposium

August 16, Fri. Weekly Meeting 
(About 1 hour in late afternoon)

August 17, Sat. Culture Tour (TBD)

August 23, Fri. Wrap Up and Final Presentation
Closing and Award Ceremony
Farewell Diner

Remarks: Please be noted that this schedule may be adjusted due to specific circumstances. Please 
refer to our actual notice. Information of Academic Seminars, Artistic Performance, Concerts and other 
Campus Activities will be notified aperiodically.

5. Program Schedule
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6. Faculty Mentors

Gang LIU, Ph.D
Tumor,
Infectious Disease,
Pharmacology,
Organic Synthesis

Jian WANG, Ph.D
Azaborcine,
Asymmetric Catalysis.
Lung Cancer Preparations,
Alzheimer’s Disease

Xia WANG, Ph.D
Adult Stem Cell,
Regenerative Medicine,
Digestive Diseases,
Diseased Stem Cells

Juanjuan DU, Ph.D
Novel Protein Drugs,
Nano Drugs

Xuebin LIAO, Ph.D
Innate Immunity,
Toll-like Receptors,
Immunotherapy,
Medicinal Chemistry,
Organic Synthesis

Zhao WANG, Ph.D
Aging and Anti-aging,
Pharmacology,
Calorie Restriction,
Alzheimer’s Disease,
Osteoporosis

Haidong TANG, Ph.D
Tumor Microenvironment,
Immunology,
Costimulatory Molecules,
Antibody Engineering

Ligong CHEN, Ph.D
Transporter Pharmacology,
Toxicology and Physiology

Yingqing LI, Ph.D
Genome Medial Technology

Hang Hubert YIN, Ph.D
Chemical Biology,
Medicinal Chemistry

Sheng DING, Ph.D
Stem Cell and 
Regenerative Medicine

Yonghui ZHANG, Ph.D
Immunotherapy,
Oncology,
Drug Design,
Chemicobiology
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8. Life on Campus

8.2 Library
The Tsinghua University Library was established in 1912, and is now composed of the Main Library (also 
called Old Library) and six branch libraries including the Humanities and Social Sciences Library, the Art 
Library, the Finance Library, the Law Library, the Economics & Management Library and the Architecture 
Library. The Library system owns more than five million books and other printed material and has a 
comprehensive digital system to ensure convenient access to resources anytime, anywhere. 

Opening Hours in Summer Vacations:

For Main Library (Old Library) : 7:30-22:30 From Monday to Sunday

For Yifu Library (New Library) : 9:00-17:00 From Monday to Sunday

For Mochtar Riady Library (North Library): 9:00-17:00 From Monday to Sunday

Website: http://eng.lib.tsinghua.edu.cn/default.html

* For holidays and vacations, please refer to the special notice.
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8.3 Art Museum
Officially opened in 2016, the Tsinghua Art Museum is the 
largest university museum in China and has attracted more 
than one million visitors since its opening. The museum 
has over ten exhibition halls and hosts exhibits from China 
and across the world. Its comprehensive collection includes 
more than 13,000 art objects, including six major categories: 
painting and calligraphy, embroidery, porcelain, furniture, 
bronzeware and diverse artwork.

Opening Hours: 9:00-17:00  (No entry after 16:30)

Tuesday to Sunday; closed Mondays 
(Except for statutory holidays)

Website: http://www.artmuseum.tsinghua.edu.cn/en/

8.4 Gymnasium
The Tsinghua physical education base on the principle of Education as priority, access to all, pursue of Excellence. Tsinghua 
has not only inherited from the achievements of last decades but also integrated with emerging viewpoints and methods 
resulting form changes of mentality and values. Sport is nowadays an essential component of Tsinghua education as well as 
one element of national strength.

Stadium and Playground
East Athletic Field, West Stadium, Zijing Athletic Field
Open Hours: Access all day

Gymnasium
Open Hours: 06:30-22:00

Outdoor Swimming Pool
Open Hours: 06:30-22:00

Natatorium
Open Hours: 06:30-22:00

Badminton Hall
Open Hours: 06:30-22:00

Table Tennis Gym
Open Hours: 06:30-22:00

Tennis Court
Open Hours: 08:00-22:00

Website: http://www.thsports.tsinghua.edu.cn/publish/  
                 sportsen/index.html
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8.5 Transport

◆	Campus shuttle bus
Timetable: 7:40, 9:20, 13:00, 14:50 (Only on workdays)

You can scan to download this APP to check the timetable.

◆	Subway Stations nearby
- Yuanmingyuan Park Station: Line 4, near the West Gate, 15-20 mins to walk to the School of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences (Medical Science Building)

- Tsinghua East Road Xikou Station: Line 15, near the East Gate, 15-20 mins to walk to the Tsinghua Zijing 
International Students Apartment 

- Wudaokou Station: Line 13, near the Main Entrance, 15-20 mins to walk
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